
How to
MASTER

THE SALES CALL

Here at Get LIT HQ we are huge fans of getting people on the

phone the old school way to nail a sale. This is your moment to

shine, your moment to truly show what you have to offer and

how you can help them. 

 

MANY EXPERTS AVOID HAVING CALLS WITH CLIENTS

AND TRY TO TAKE SHORTCUTS. IT IS ONE OF THE

BIGGEST MISTAKES TO MAKE.

 

With some structure on how to master the call, you will no

doubt be having clients jump at the chance of working with

you! 

 

AHEAD OF THE CALL. 

Before you jump on the call with them, the key is to  get as

much info on them and their commitment who they are

problems before speaking to them.This makes it much easier

for you to manage, know what to prepare and what tools in

your armour you want to sell. It helps you get an understanding

of their commitment ( likelihood to buy) and also keeps the call

and short and to the point/productive as possible!  
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WAYS TO RESEARCH AHEAD OF THE CALL

 

A pre call questionnaire

Looking at their social media/website/messages

 

WHAT TO FOCUS ON FINDING  OUT

 

Their commitment

If they have researched other coaches

What their challenges are

What they would like to achieve 

 

THE CALL STRUCTURE 

 

This is your moment to shine. Getting on the phone is the

way to sell to clients. Follow the structure below to nail

the sale! 

 

PCMC

PROBE > CONFIRM > MATCH > CLOSE
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PROBE 

 

Ask them questions to find their need, challenges and goals 

You CANNOT sell ANYTHING to ANYONE if there is no “NEED”.

 

This is the fundamental thing to ensure you do when selling to a

potential client. Get clear what their need/needs are. When you

know what their problem is, challenges and needs you can then

sell exactly how you can offer a solution. Then you can give

them their answer. Set them goals and sell them what you know

they want.

 

Not only do you want to try to find out their needs. You want

them to get clear about them. Sometimes they may not even

realise their own needs. They may need to be shown. It is your

job to make sure they get into their emotions and feel their

problems so that they can really build a desire about wanting to

make a change. ( by investing in you)

 

 

Example questions: 

What challenges are you facing?

How does this make you feel?

How would you like to feel? What would XX look like for you?

How are these problems affecting your life/health/career

 



CONFIRM

 

To make them hear what they said and that you understood!

 

Confirm back to them to ensure they know you understood what

their were saying throughout. This will make them really tune into

their problems. 

“So going off what you said, am I right in thinking the goals for

you are.. 

 

 

MATCH 

 

Your time to sell. How will your services match their exact

needs!

This is where you get to sell your service and match what you do

and you offer to their needs. Get clear about what you have

and offer that they want and need. Make it clear that you have

goals for them and that you can help them reach their goals. Be

enthusiastic to get them excited about reaching their goals.

 

Examples

“You said to me you felt you weren’t getting the exposure you

would like, I help clients get clear on their branding and niche as

well as how to promote their business so my goals for you would

be bringing  you more into the limelight and getting your clear

on exactly what it is that you offer’
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MORE MATCH EXAMPLES...

 

"You mentioned that you have been really struggling with stress

lately. I have proven tools  that will help us get to the bottom of

what is making you stressed as well as tools to help you relieve

stress, my goal for you is to significantly lower your stress levels

and look at how we can change habits, lifestyle to help you do

this "

 

“You mentioned that your low health is getting you down. I will

work closely with you to implement small habit and changes that

will help you feel energised and healthy in a sustainable way” 

 

Tell them what you can do for them

Tell them how you have helped others

Share what your goals are for them

Tell them how you work

Tell them your prices
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CLOSING THE CALL

 

This is the key and the bit most people forget to do or shy away

from and is actually, one of the most important parts of the call!

 There are several ways of closing people down and the ones

you use will depend on which ones you feel most comfortable

with.

 

REBOUND

If they ask ‘When they can start  say to them ‘When do you want

to?’

 

ASSUMPTIVE

Assume they want to work with you. 

 

TRIAL

If i did it for this, would you then go ahead?

 

INDIRECT

As if it’s happened. ‘How would you like to pay?

 

DIRECT

Direct: Shall I book you in for August then?
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CALL DOS + DON’TS

 

DO

Have a brief script that you follow to help you get confident

with it 

Give them actionable goals that you will achieve for them!

Remind them what they told you before you sell your match

Aways use positive language 

Start with your wow factor and compare to something

relatable 

Make it clear they need you not the other way round. 

Pause when you say how does that sound - let them speak. 

 

DON’T

Ever talk money until the end.  

Come across too needy 

Panic and over talk/justify why

 

DEALING WITH OBJECTIONS

 

You may get some objections along the way, usually around

pricing. Key is here to REMIND THEM OF THEIR NEED. 

 

When someone says it’s too much money

Based on what? 

Is it too much to invest in yourself?

Compare it to what else they may spend that money on?

Ask them if they will get to where they want to be without

spending that money?
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